


This guide is designed to help any of those who are interested in putting out quality work 
that will both please and last. It’s something that I’ve had a passion for and in doing so 
have learned many techniques that have worked for me and I’d like to pass on to you. 

Granted I am no skilled veteran of this specific trade, but I have been in the fields of 
woodworking, carpentry, drafting, supply acquisition and sales for the past 15 years. 
Skills from each of these trades have been easily applied to the case making side of por-
table making and I feel is my strong point when it comes to it. 

With that said, this guide is more than just a simple how-to with examples and pictures, 
but a complete, comprehensive guide to the theory and practices behind each step. You 
will find it’s quite “wordy” with pictures really just being there for support. But this 
allows you a more in-depth analysis of what is going on and why. 

I would also like to thank Jonathan (Hailrazer) Jandran for supporting this project and 
being a contributor to the “FrankenCasing” section as his work has stands for itself in the 
Modding communities all over the world. 

So please, use this guide as a way to try and further your skills if you are just starting out, 
or if you’ve been at the game for awhile, maybe take a look into a different technique. 
Either way, I’ve put a lot of work into this guide and I hope it benefits all that read it! 

Thanks again everyone for getting me into this hobby and encouraging me to take it to 
the next level! If you have any questions or comments, feel free to post them on my site: 
Downing’s Basement (address below) or on The Modded by Bacteria Forums! 

“...Quality over quantity is a practice that defines not only value but the devotion of those 
who choose to follow it...”
                            -Downing

This guide is Copy Right (c) of Chris Downing 2011 under the Creative Commons Agreement. This guide may be posted 
and reused for educational and entertainment purposes only. Links directed back to the site are preferred means of 
distribution. Guide may be periodically updated and changed without notice. 
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INTRODUCTION MENTALITY AND START-UP

Downing’s 
Guide To The Perfect Portable Case

The best way to get a project started is both in design and mental awareness towards that 
design. You have to ask yourself, what are the primary goals this case needs to accom-
plish and how am I going to achieve them? Planning is key and should be one of the lon-
gest parts of the case making process. 

Not settling for “it works” or “good enough” is what makes your work stand out above 
the floods of other hackers who are all about cutting corners and saving time. But it’s not 
just about portable cases that this relates too. 

This discipline of working until it’s right transcends into any skill and can really help to 
promote both your creative and work ethic to make you far more marketable in the job 
market of real life!  

Stay focused, pay attention to detail and put in the extra time. This goes a long way in a 
lot of places!
  

Sample of Alon Tal Design Specs
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Vacuum Forming: 

This is perhaps my favorite method, only because it gives you the utmost control over 
your design and how your layouts will work, while also being an affordable alternative 
to CNC. It’s also great because the imagination and unique style of the builder really has 
a chance to shine through into the work. Vacuum forming is the practice of taking a hot 
sheet of plastic, setting it over a solid mold of some sort sucking the plastic down around 
that mold, taking its shape and staying that way after it cools. This method is exception-
ally useful for custom case designs and adds to the “WOW” factor a great deal! However, 
setup, equipment, tools and the learning curve can make the initial startup a bit expensive 
but not unreasonable. 

FrankenCasing:

No matter what (with the exception of CNC), there is no way around FrankenCasing. This 
is the term used to describe the taking of multiple parts from different cases, systems, 
controllers etc… and placing them all into a single casing by means of hacking, gluing, 
melting, taping or any other sinister means of bonding. The term is also used congruently 
with using casings for other electronics or casings not originally designed for the purpose 
(i.e. router cases or Tupperware). Even if you were to buy a premade case (Like a ZN-45 
for example from Polycase) or a project box from Radio Shack, you would still need to 
FrankenCase. This is one of the more fun parts of the process though, so enjoy it!
 
CNC (Computer Numerically Controlled):

This is where you can get into the big money, but also have the most professional results 
around. Normally this is a bit beyond the reach of average DIY modder and reserved for 
the big wigs and CAD technicians. But the results can speak for themselves. You might 
still need to do some Frankencasing with this depending on your design, but the ability to 
make the precision cuts is well beyond the skill of any freehand human. In my opinion, 
this is more for the pros in a commercial application and can kind of take away from the 
building experience and sense of pride when it’s complete. But we’ll touch upon this later. 
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PART TWO The Planning Phase
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Components are the individual pieces of a portable, which usually include some form of 
battery, system PCBs (printed circuit boards), speakers, screen, controller board, memory 
cards, wiring, tact switches, button holders…so on and so forth. Getting these all to fit 
within a case could be a hard chore if the case was not designed for them! This is the big-
gest mistake that new modders make in that they try and design around the casing instead 
of the other way around. 
 
Knowing the size of your components is a pivotal point between success and failure. So 
breaking your plan down to the size of every component will allow you to greatly en-
hance your chances of making everything fit into place. Thickness, Width and Length, 
knowing these numbers for each and every component can allow you to figure out where 
a component must go given the constraints of the casing or tells you what your constraints 
are. This gives you a much clearer view of what to expect with the real thing. Some peo-
ple have gone as far as to make card board cut-outs of the components and play with the 
configuration in real time, while others have resorted to free means like Goggle Sketch-up 
and the not-so-free CAD systems to virtually place the components and get very detailed 
schematic designs.
 
Whatever method you use, scale/not to scale really doesn’t matter. It’s just getting the 
idea down on paper, knowing if it’s going to work or not and if the style is unique, inter-
esting, practical and fun. The more detailed, the better the finished product, but remember 
the plan is only as good as the person who executes it. Know your limits when you de-
sign, know the tools you’re going to be using when you design it and don’t over compli-
cate a simple situation. 

The planning is the most important part of the process 
and one of the keys to the perfect casing. This is where 
your most creative ideas can grow or be tossed out which 
is the whole idea of planning in the first place. What 
needs to be done is to find a balance between functional-
ity, style and practicality.  Not always the easiest task due 
to the massive constrictions bound to happen between 
your choice of style and the functionality possible with 
that choice.  That is why you have to design from the 
inside out! 
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A craftsman there cannot be without the right tool and having them at your disposal can 
be an immense help. Though it really only takes minimal tools to actually make a casing 
look presentable, the right ones for your specific style can be a game changer. But first 
you must consider what kind of casing you’re going to make before you can know which 
tools are necessary. 

You can go about this two ways. One, you can take an inventory of the tools you already 
have at your disposal. You may look around and find you have a table saw, miter saw, a 
few files and lots of sand paper. With those three tools, a whole world of opportunity has 
opened up for Vacuum Forming and you could be best suited to use wood as your tem-
plate molds. 

You can do a bit of research to find out what tools are needed to get a specific result, find 
out if you can acquire them within your budget and go from there. So say for example 
you found a portable that really turned you on to the hobby in the first place. You do some 
more in-depth research and sometimes you can find that the case was made out of some 
kind of kids toy or electronics casing.  

You later find that all it really takes to accomplish these results was a rotary tool and sand 
paper. It could go the other way around though and this means you’d have to buy several 
new tools to make it work, at which point you’d weigh your options. 

Whichever way you choose, careful planning of what you have to work with vs. what you 
need to get the job done correctly must be taken into consideration. Be prepared though 
to either shell out a fair amount of cash for the right tool or be spending a lot of time try-
ing to make something work with another. Eventually you’ll acquire enough equipment to 
make things work easier and through trial and error you will learn of different uses for all 
kinds of different tools.

OR
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This category is broken down into the most popular types of casings used in the field. 
Certain tools that work great in one case making style might not do a thing for another. So 
to help clarify, here are a few lists of tools that depending on your route can make all the 
difference in the outcome! 

 Essential Tools for Wooden Mold Vacuum Forming (Necessity)

Now, when I say necessity, I mean that some kinds of casings will not be easily complet-
ed without them. I’m sure there would be ways of obtaining similar results through dif-
ferent means, but in terms of quality and a safety aspect, these tools are the best to use for 
the best results.  Here is a list of tools required for wooden mould vacuum forming. 

• 10”-12” Wood Chop Saw: Used for making square cross cuts
• 10” Table Saw: Used for ripping down the length of a board
• Table Mount Jig Saw or Band Saw: Used for curved cuts and corners
• 3/8” Drill/Driver, Corded or Cordless: Used for drilling holes and counter sinking
• Rotary Tool: Dremel or Similar w/sanding drums and cut wheels: Many uses
• Files: Round, Half-Round, Bastard, Flat and Square: 
  Used for fine shaping/cutting/smoothing 
• Measuring Tools: Tape Measures or Rules, Compass: 
  Essential for design and production 
• Utility and Putty Knives: Used for trimming and filling
• Heat Gun: Finish shaping when vacuum forming
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Optional Tools for Wooden Mold Vacuum Forming

•	 Air	Compressor
•	 Palm	or	Disc	Sander
•	 Thickness	Planner
•	 Drill	Press

Tools for Clay Molds (Most Optional)

•	 Putty	Knife	or	Spatula
•	 Rough	Shaping	Tools/Wood	Chisels
•	 Piano	Wire	or	High	Tensile	Fishing	Line

 We don’t touch too much upon clay here mainly because of its fragility.  Without a 
Kiln,	the	molds	can	often	shrink	as	they	dry	and	more	often	than	not,	their	uses	will	be	
limited	as	they	are	either	very	brittle	when	hardened	or	too	soft	when	not.	The	flip	side	is	
this	method	is	much	cheaper	and	easier	to	work	with	if	you	don’t	have	the	work	space	or	
the	tools	to	work	with	wood	or	MDF.	
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This is just as important as having the right tools for the job. Working with the right mate-
rials will make the process much faster and much easier on you. But, not unlike the rest of 
modding world, there is not definitive way of making a case or what materials you choose 
to use. These are just a few that have been tested by a multitude of different modders and 
have been road tested for longevity and quality. 
 
Formable Plastics: 

• High-Impact Polystyrene: For use in Vacuum Forming applications is the choice 
of DIY modders. Otherwise known as HIPS, the properties of the plastic allow for easy 
forming at relatively low temperatures. The plastic only really needs to be heated up to 
about 300 degrees F in order to become pliable enough to form. The other benefit is that 
it’s cheap and readily available from a number of different online and local suppliers. 

• ABS: This is what most commercial casings are made out of as it is a shapeable 
plastic that is easily press-fit or injection molded. Injection molding is probably one of the 
best methods for mass casing making, but requires equipment and techniques that are usu-
ally only found in factories equipped to deal with it. This is how you see the insides with 
formed in screw posts and things of that nature. Very professional and clean, but far too 
expensive for the average DIY hobbyist.  

• Acrylic:  Not as popular as HIPS as it is not as easy to heat or shape. Acrylic is a 
harder and more brittle material that although might be a bit stronger than HIPS, is much 
harder to work with. The one benefit to acrylic is in the event that the modder wants to 
use a clear material for a see-through effect, acrylic will not distort and cloud like any 
other transparent material would. But again, this takes lots of time and practice to get the 
feeling of and is much more expensive than HIPS. 
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Adhesives:

•	 Wood	Glue:	There	are	a	lot	of	wood	glues	out	there,	but	a	few	that	top	the	chart	are	
either	Elmer’s	or	Woodtite.	These	are	just	the	standard,	run-of-the-mill	glues	that	if	you’re	
making	a	wooden	template,	could	be	required.	

•	 Super	Glue:	Krazy	Glue	or	Loctite	401	are	two	that	I	
recommend.	Loctite	401	Prism	is	probably	the	best	adhesive	to	
“tack”	different	parts	of	casing	components	to	each	other.	It	has	
about	a	5	second	work	time,	less	if	you’re	gluing	HIPS	to	wood	
in	which	case	you	have	less	than	a	second	before	it	bonds	per-
manently!	

•	 ABS	/	PVC	Cement	and	Plastic	Weld:	The	best	choice	in	
actually	forming	two	pieces	of	plastic	together	permanently.	
These	two	actually	melt	the	two	surfaces	together	and	when	
done,	fuses	to	make	an	unbreakable	bond.	Though	it’s	the	best,	
use	often	takes	three	full	days	to	dry	and	requires	additional	
sanding.	However,	it	is	well	worth	the	wait.	

•	 Hot	Glue:	Used	as	only	a	temporary	holding	agent,	hot	
glue	is	both	messy	and	weak.	Though	it	may	work	well	for	
internal	components,	there	is	no	real	place	for	it	on	the	case	un-
less	it’s	a	temporary	fix.	

•	 Tape:	Don’t	use	it	unless	it’s	for	temporary	holding.	

•	 Epoxy:	There	are	many	different	kinds	of	adhesive	epoxy,	some	that	even	double	as	
a	bonding	agent	and	a	filler.	One	way	or	another,	you’re	going	to	need	some	form	of	it.	
Personally,	I	only	like	the	single	purpose	epoxies,	either	used	for	adhesion	or	filling.	Loc-
tite	makes	a	nice	plastic	epoxy	that	comes	in	a	small	syringe	and	plunger	that’s	cheap	and	
can	be	bought	at	any	hardware	store.	JB	Weld	is	also	often	used,	although	not	highly	rec-
ommend	as	its	primary	use	is	for	metals	fabrication.	  
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Fillers:

•	 Wood	Filler:	This	is	essential	to	when	using	wooden	mold	templates.	Often	times	
there will be screw holes protruding or gaps where two pieces of wood butt together. Vac-
uum forming can sometimes even imprint the grain of the wood into the casing, so having 
the	surfaces	absolutely	flush	and	smooth	is	critical.	Wood	Filler	accomplishes	this	nicely	
after application and sanding. 
•	 Plastic	Fillers:	My	personal	favorites	are	made	by	The	Urethane	Supply	Company,	
who’s	two-part	epoxy	products	SMS	Hardset	Filler	and	SMS	Flex	Filler	hold	true.	These	
seem	to	have	the	best	flexibility	and	durability	on	the	market.	Designed	originally	as	a	
replacement	for	Bondo	in	automotive	applications,	this	stuff	holds	up,	doesn’t	crack	and	
stays	just	a	little	bit	flexible	even	after	drying.	Hardset	Filler	works	well	for	the	big	gaps	
and the Flex Filler is used for the touch-ups. The two part system sands down nicely and 
paints over well.

Abrasives:
•	 Sand	Paper:	This	item	will	be	both	your	best	friend	and	your	biggest	nightmare!	Re-
gardless	of	what	phase	in	the	case	making	process	you	are,	you’re	always	going	to	need	
it.	Pick	up	a	sheet/pack	each	of	60,80,	120,	240,	320,	480,	600	and	if	you’re	really	going	
to	get	into	it,	2000	to	6000	grit	for	wet	sanding	the	final	coats.	
•	 Sanding	Drums:	A	rotary	tool	is	a	requirement	for	this	kind	of	work,	the	uses	are	be-
yond	count.	Getting	a	few	different	sized	and	different	grit	sanding	drums	for	it	will	make	
your	life	much	easier.	Get	it,	use	it!

Hardware:
•	 This	one	is	tough,	only	because	there	are	so	many	different	directions	your	case	can	
go,	all	of	which	can	have	different	hardware	requirements.	Now	I’m	not	saying	you	can’t	
go	to	your	local	hardware	store,	pick	up	a	bag	of	drywall	screws	and	then	never	have	a	
use	for	them,	but	chances	are,	you’re	going	to	have	to	get	the	hardware	that	works	when	
your	project	gets	to	the	point	that	it’s	needed.	It’s	going	to	be	very	dependent	on	your	
specific	project	needs.	But	I	can	tell	you,	1-1/4”	coarse	thread	drywall	screws	will	be	your	
best	friend,	not	only	throughout	the	case	making	project,	but	life	in	general!	I’ve	gone	
through	thousands	of	them	with	everything	I	do	that	involves	woodworking.	Pick	up	a	
couple	pounds;	you’ll	be	glad	you	did!
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Now this is where you have to decide how far you want/can go with this. There are three 
different levels that I’ve made up that you can choose from depending on what your goals 
for being a case maker/modder are. It’s always a good thing to remember though what 
your limits are and any obsiticals that could get in your way from moving up. 

Level 1: This project is meant to be a one-time deal. It might not necessarily call for a 
permanent work bench or even a temporary vacuum former.  You saw a portable on the 
Internet and you want to make one yourself. Most likely your case work will be some-
thing premade and you intend to Frankencase it for all it’s worth! 

Level 2: You’re a DIY connoisseur and want to dedicate 90% of your free time to the art. 
You want to build both a permanent workstation in your garage or basement, custom fit 
to your applications and be able to turn out consistent quality cases which you can sell to 
other modders who can’t produce them on their own. This requires both a custom work 
shop equipped with wood cutting tools and a dedicated vacuum forming table with some 
form of nearby heat source capable of repeated use and quality. 

Level 3: You’re an out-of-house professional. You have engineered equipment and CNC 
tooling. This is a business for you, not really a hobby. You need money to continue the 
operations. We won’t be spending too much time with the level 3 here for obvious rea-
sons. They have tech schools for that kind of thing!   
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This can be anything with a flat, elevated surface. It does not have to be a dedicated area 
for L1 modders, but someplace that you can make a mess without catching hell for it from 
a mother, wife or roommate! 

Ideally you will have a space that is located near a few different power sources or power 
strip. It will be well lit with lighting from directly over head and will have enough surface 
area to house a bunch of tools that will undoubtedly get strewn all over the place in the 
process.  

Basements or garages are prime locations, and some place that can be heated or cooled 
depending on the weather conditions in your area. If those are not available, unused bed-
rooms, used bedrooms or sometimes even the kitchen table can be used as a substitute! 

This is an example of my shop that I work out of. It’s nothing grand, but it is a decent place to get work done. 
This is a bit dated, I have the pegboard filled now but it’s still what works for me!
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L1 and L2 can get away with using a conventional electric oven as the heat source for 
their plastic, but it’s recommended that anyone L2 and above should build their own dedi-
cated heat source.  
As pictured, it’s really not as difficult as it sounds. 
The heat-box in this case is constructed out of ¾” Pine with a ½” Plywood base. 
The inside is lined with 1/16th inch aluminum sheet metal and the heat element is taken 
from an old electric oven found in a scrap yard. 
The sheet metal helps to both protect the wood from getting too hot and also reflects the 
heat within the box to help intensify the temperature. 

If you do in fact decide to build a heat box, a garage or basement really are the only 
places to set something like that up for obvious reasons. Or if the conditions allow, a 
temporary outside set up in a driveway would work also, but is not ideal. 

Now the figure above shows just one method of heat box which is easy to construct and 
basic to use. Plug and play pretty much. More complicated methods are out there that 
involve on/off switches and so on, but in the effort to keep things simple, this is the most 
effective basic heat box design.
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I’ve seen the use of home vacuum cleaners as a primary means of suction for the system. 
Though this works and you can get away with it, it can sometimes be a bit unreliable. Any 
Wet/Dry vacuum is going to be strong enough though because water is far heavier than 
anything a household vacuum cleaner could or would even need to pick up. But for L1 
modders, work with what you have. 

There are several ways that you can make a vacuum box, some that obviously work bet-
ter than others.  There is the strait vacuum box like my personal set up, and there are oth-
ers that involve PVC fittings and more elaborate configurations. For the purposes of this 
guide, we’ll be using the straight box method as it is the simplest to build and requires 
less material. 

The making of the Vacuum Box (Vacbox) is very similar to the making of the heat box, 
however a few extra steps are required. The first and foremost attribute you have to keep 
in mind is that this is designed to be vacuum chamber of sorts and must not have any 
leaks where the air could escape and thus break the vacuum.  This means you will have 
some edge sealing to do before you’re ready to form.  

This can be done in a variety of ways. First off, after you’ve constructed the bottom and 
4 edges of the box, it’s essential you seal all the seams, inside and out. Duct tape can 
achieve this well, but is not the first choice. Caulking all the seams will ensure no air can 
escape. Even more is to cover the caulked seams with a tape of some sort to overkill the 
process. Foil tape is actually a very good choice, preferred over duct tape, but if that’s all 
you can get your hands on, it will work just fine, but takes a bit more material to get it air 
tight. You can repeat the process on the outside of the box as well. 

What’s important to remember now as well is support for your peg board surface. De-
pending on your material, you might not have to do this, but when using peg board, a 
pretty flimsy material, you have to have some form of support in the center, otherwise 
with a big enough span, the suction power of the vacuum when plastic is being formed 
can bend the pegboard inward, either causing a break in the vacuum or not forming the 
plastic around the mould very well. Simply putting a 2” x 4” post in the center will stop 
that from happening. Once the pegboard is in place and screwed down tight, the same 
method of sealing up the edges is required. Make sure those edges are covered!
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Now, making sure you keep that seal when there is plastic being formed is a very impor-
tant challenge. I’ve seen the raised table method, which basically means the suction part 
of the table sticks about ½” to ¾” of an inch above the base of the table, which allows for 
the plastic to wrap the edges of the table, thus using the plastic to make the vacuum seal 
when it gets sucked to the deck. This is a very good method and easy to make using mini-
mal material. 

The method in my personal set-up though keeps the suction area level, but surrounded by 
4 strips of weather stripping foam which makes the seal when the plastic tray is put on 
top. There are two reasons why I have to use this method. The first is because of my tray 
design. It’s no secret that wood warps and twists over time and that is much amplified by 
the constant heating and cooling it goes though. When using ½” to ¾” thick foam as the 
boarder, you now have a flexible surrounding that forms to the tray.  Second is it just hap-
pened to fit better with my table design and set-up. But, is this the best method out there, 
it might not be which is fine, but it’s worked for me so far and will work for you.
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One very important point to remember is that you must know the max size you wish to 
make your casings. The size of your case determines the size requirements of your vac-
uum table! Though this might seem rudimentary, it’s a bit more complicated than at first 
glance. By this I mean that a vacuum table with a suction area of say 16” x 19” will only 
be able to make a max part size of 12” x 15” that is 2” thick. 

For every inch (1”) in thickness (up to two (2”) inches) 1” from each edge of the case 
needs to be left for slack. After 2” thick, an additional inch (1”) from each edge needs to 
be added. You can see how this constrains the sizes of your final casing because of the 
plastic’s exponential stretch-to-surface area factor.   (See Factor Chart Below)

I’m sure though as you’ll notice, the need to make a case 3” Thick will be very rare as 
you are only making one half at a time. Most portable cases rarely get above 2” thick 
which means that most of the time the mould plus the blocks will not get above 2” Inches 
a side. 

Please keep in mind that these are my personal tolerances I hold myself too. It is possible 
to get away with less, but after several attempts at cutting corners, without leaving enough 
material, I’ve had rips, pull-outs and varied thicknesses of the plastic to the extent that the 
case halves did not match up! Good to be safe!
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The tray source can be done a variety of ways but is dependent on what style of heat 
source you use. 
My personal set-up uses two hinged pieces of 5/8” plywood, held tight by threaded inserts 
and screws. 
Handles on the top for easy moving from the heat source to the vacuum table. 
I would not recommend this method for use in a conventional oven as baking plywood at 
300 degrees F can sometimes cause an issue. (This would be rare but still ill advised) In 
the event that you do not take my advice and torch the wood, DO NOT PULL THE TRAY 
OUT AND THROW IT ON THE FLOOR! The safest place for a fire is in your oven, in 
which case you calmly take a fire extinguisher, type B or C for electrical or grease (NOT 
type A as it’s just water and spraying that into an electric oven is not wise!), and extin-
guish the flame. 

Figure 4-3 shows the dimensions of my particular tray. Two pieces of 5/8” plywood with 
the centers cut out to the size of the vac-table.  Remember that the side of the tray that sits 
down on the vac-table has to be flush and remain even with the surface otherwise it won’t 
seal. So to prevent this, either using screws with countersunk heads or countersinking the 
holes in general are the best ways to make this work.  
I’ve seen people who use big T-clips to hold their tray together and this does work well, 
however you have to be sure your vacuum table is designed properly for that application, 
otherwise the clips will get in the way of the seal and cause all kinds of problems. 
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Accounting for roughly a third of the time it takes to make the casing, the molds have to 
be considered a finished project of their own. As mentioned before, the smallest details 
show up when you vacuum form, including the grains of wooden molds, so the surfaces 
have to be flawless! Remember that the more time you spend making your mold look 
good, the better your finished product is going to look. Quality in, quality out!

Getting Started:

By this point, you should have your work station and your vacuum table built. The next 
step is to consult with the plan of attack and find out just what you’re working with.  Once 
you have determined the best course of action and acquired your materials, you can begin 
work on your mold. Techniques in this area can vary depending on the tools you have at 
your disposal, but the general premise is the same. 

Here are a few techniques and tips to help you along. 

1. The outside dimensions (o.d.) of your mould are always going to be the inside di-
mensions (i.d.) of your case. With that said, the thickness of the plastic itself plays a role. 
For example when making a case half 3”W x 5”L, the actual outside dimensions should 
roughly be 3.16” x 5.16” (ex .080 x 2 = .160 wider and longer). The same process goes 
for the thickness of the half as well. Though this usually isn’t an issue, when doing preci-
sion work it is important not to forget that fact and to compensate as needed. 

2. Keep the mold to as few ad-on pieces as possible. If you’re forming your screen 
bezel right into the case for example, remember every additional piece adds to the overall 
coverage the plastic needs to span and wrap. Keep this in mind and refer to the coverage 
chart. 

3. Wood Filler is a must for any cracks, gaps or screw heads that are present and you 
wish not to be seen in the case! Fill, sand, repeat as needed.
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4. Allow space between components. 

If for example you have three raised portions on your case, one for controls, one for the 
screen and one for the buttons, you have to allow for ample space between one and its 
neighbor. 

If they are too close, the plastic will not be able to get down into the space because it will 
be folding over on itself, blocking its own path.  
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5. When adding parts of the case like a screen bezel, you have to remember that the 
suction is going to pull straight down. This is important to note because say for example 
you have less than 1/8th of an inch from where the raised bezel ends to the edge of the 
base mold. 

There is a big chance that plastic is not going to cover the edge of the bezel uniformly 
because there is little room for it and no suction to the top of the base. (See Figure 5-2)

This is why spacing underneath the bezel or other add-on components is important be-
cause you can then drill holes through the mold, but under the component’s plate. Spacers 
about a 1/16th of an inch thick will allow for the air to flow underneath the component 
plate, but not enough room for the plastic to get sucked underneath it, thus making your 
component tight to the base portion of the casing. 
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6. Sand Sand Sand! You’d better get used to the idea and start right off the bat because 
there is a lot of it and it really makes the difference! Doing so makes for a guaranteed 
smooth finish and can help with the releasing process of the plastic from the mold. If 
you’re using clay, that’s not much of an issue. Also, when using wood, sand the edges and 
round the corners as best you can. This helps with releasing the molds as well. 

 

7. Leaving some space underneath your mould when on the vacuum table is a bit of a 
controversial subject. Personally in the past I’ve taken strips of ¾” pine and screwed it to 
the bottom of my mould half which allows for the plastic to fully wrap around the mold. 
I’ve found this to be the best way to get an even wrap all the way around, and simply 
making the mold a bit thicker allows for a tolerance that you can cut down after 
forming. Admittedly it does make the releasing stage a bit more complicated and some 
say that placing the mould flush with the table is the best way to go. It boils down to 
personal preference really and how many cases you plan to make in a period of time. 
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Preping the plastic basically consists of cutting your choice of plastic stock down to the 
proper size and fitting it into your tray. 

As long as the minimum tolerances for the case size are met, it technically doesn’t matter 
how much space you leave left over for the extra that gets lost in the tray. 

However, you must make sure that the tray has a very good grip on the edges because in 
the event of not enough material being held in place, the plastic can pull out from the tray 
and break the ever important vacuum seal. 

My particular set up has a 13-1/4” wide by 18” long suction area. I have sheets cut 16” x 
19” leaving me with an 1-1/2” grip on either side and ½” grip either end. 

Generally you’re going to have more tension width-wise because of the shorter distance 
between the sides and less material to work with. The stretching force is much greater 
with less material, so more space on the width is required to compensate for that.
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This is the fun part where you are now ready to heat your plastic and get the physical 
product! After securing the plastic into the tray, you are now ready to begin. 

Now depending on your method which you’ve chosen to heat your plastic, there are some 
basic preparations you need to make which can be done while the plastic is heating up 
either way. 

If using a conventional oven, you’ll want to preheat up to 300 degrees F beforehand. A 
quick mental check list should be done to make sure of a few things before the plastic is 
ready. 

1. Did you get your mold prepared on the vacuum table? You have only seconds to move 
the plastic from the heat source to the vacuum table. Having your mold half (or both if the 
table size permits) ready and in place is extremely important. 

2. Do you have your heat gun and vacuum plugged in and ready to go? Scrambling to 
plug in these essentials wastes valuable time when you’re racing the clock. Make sure 
they are plugged in and within reach!

You can see the plastic start to twist 
and wave. This is why it is impor-
tant that your plastic be secured in 
place . 

My first efforts on the tray were a 
bit over-kill, so as you see I did not 
need to use as many screws to make 
this work. 

The plastic goes all the way to the 
screws to insure a nice bite!

*Important safety note: Make sure that you will not be overloading any of the circuits you’re plugged into. With the heat gun, oven/heat-box and vacuum running all at once, if 
you’re only connected to one 15 Apm circuit your most likely going to pop the breaker. If possible, the ideal situation is to have the heat source, vacuum and heat gun run off of dif-
ferent circuits. If that’s not possible, you’ll more likely than not have to scramble to unplug your heat source and replace it with the heat gun. If using an oven you shouldn’t have to 
turn it down or off as it’s most likely run off of a 220V dedicated line. (In the US anyway, the UK and Europe use 220V mains anyway, but still should be a dedicated line.)
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3. Are your hands protected? Gloves! You need them! It doesn’t matter what method 
you’re using as a heat source, you’re dealing with temperatures that will burn you and it’s 
almost impossible not to keep your hands free of the heat. Oven mitts work, but if you 
have a decent part of high dexterity work gloves, you’re going to have a much easier time 
with this. 

Once you’re good to go and the plastic is cooking nicely, there are a few things you need 
to watch out for. In terms of a time frame, you will have to pay close attention and look 
for a few specific tell tale signs that your plastic is ready. 

As you watch, you’ll notice that the plastic starts to bend and twist quite a bit. This is nor-
mal and happens as the plastic heats up at different speeds. The key component here is to 
make sure the plastic is heating evenly! 

Outside of an oven, it is quite difficult to heat the entire surface area evenly from corner 
to corner, but this is not as critical as having the target area of the plastic (where the mold 
is going to contact the plastic) heated evenly. 

Seemingly 300 degrees F is the sweet spot for HIPS to become pliable enough to form the 
way it’s supposed to. This might be a bit warmer for thicker sizes of HIPS or other mate-
rials. 

ABS has a similar melting point while acrylic takes less than 221 degrees F. Timing is 
everything with this though and making sure you don’t melt a hole in the material is 
priority number one.

On average it takes about 10 to 12 minutes for an enclosed or covered plastic to get up to 
the melting point, less with an oven. When it reaches this point, the middle will begin to 
sag anywhere from 3 to 4 inches from the center of the tray. 

This sag is one of the tell-tale signs that the plastic is ready to form. If you have the 
means of a digital IR thermometer or even better, a Thermal Imaging Unit, you can see 
where the plastic is ready and where it might need a bit of help getting up to temp.
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I was actually able to acquire a thermal imaging unit for a short period of time. The below 
pictures are from that unit using my set up and .080 HIPS as my sheet stock. 
The cross-hairs in the photos pinpoint the spot where the temperature reading in the top 
left is reading from. 
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These were probably my best time-lapse photos of them all and the captions go on to 
explain the minute to minute details. But this also showed me how my technique could be 
improved in the future as the definate heat concentration is the middle, not as even around 
the edges as I would have liked. But learning is always part of the goal! 
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To make up for this lack of heat on the corners, taking the heat gun to the edges is a 
“Spot Heating” maneuver which quickly heats up one part of the plastic to help catch up 
with even hotter spots near the center. It’s a process that has to be repeated until the time 
comes to actually move the plastic to the vacuum table. I did find that keeping some form 
of cover over the plastic top so the heat cannot escape not only quickened the pace, but 
also led to a more even dispersion of the heat trapped under the cover . 
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Once the areas are heated and ready, now comes the time to start forming. Normally the 
method I employ is to switch the vacuum on first. This is a quick step and lets me know 
that the vac-box is indeed working the way it’s supposed to. Second I make sure my heat 
gun is close at hand and is powered. The third step is to lift the tray off the heat box and 
move it above the vac-table. The 4th is then to make sure everything is lined up and then 
laying the plastic “STRAIGHT” down over the mold(s).  Making sure you’re putting 
the plastic down as straight as possible is a critical step because if the plastic goes on the 
molds at an angle it will not stretch evenly and will cause all kinds of alignment issues 
with the other half. 
The next set of images shows how quickly the plastic begins to cool once away from the 
heat source. Because of this, spot heating is a necessity to make sure all areas of the mold 
are being covered evenly.  It is important to remember that when spot heating you do not 
aim directly at the mold, but more toward the outer edges where the plastic is already 
sucked down to the table. The plastic on the mold will heat up and get sucked down in 
tight to it, but if you put too much direct heat on the mold, the wood underneath heats up 
and doesn’t cool as quick, thus making the plastic stretch more and possibly rip! 
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Perhaps the most frustrating part of the whole ordeal is getting the mold out of the plastic 
once it’s been formed. 

There are however a couple of ways to make this a bit easier, however most depend on 
the prep work that you did before hand. 

Wood can be particularly difficult because it has next to no give like unhardened clay.  
Presumably if you only wanted to use a mold once, a non-hardened clay mold could be 
ideal because you can break it up then take it out a piece at a time. 

Wood on the other hand is a different story, as it is quite difficult to take out a piece at a 
time and usually bonds tighter to the plastic.  

With professional systems, they have a reverse function that after the plastic has cooled 
enough over the mold but is still pliable, it shoots a burst of air into the vacuum chamber 
which loosens the grip on the molds.  

A clever idea, but one difficult to replicate with home equipment and a single vacuum.
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-Step one is to use a rotary tool to roughly cute the 
casing half out of the plastic sheet. This will make 
working with the piece much easier.

-Second is to use the rotary tool again to trim off as 
much excess as possible, getting as close to the edge 
of the mold as you can without actually 
cutting into it.

-Step three is to anchor the mold to a surface in a way that you can swing a hammer under-
neath either side and edge of it. If you have a vice, this is the perfect tool because you can 
use the same blocks you have screwed to the back of the mold half as an anchor point in 
the vice. 

-Step four is using a piece of ¼” plywood or something similar to wedge into the edge or 
side of the casing and simply tap with a hammer to loosen the molds grip. This is where 
you have to be extremely careful because the tension on the plastic is never greater than 
when trying to remove it off the mold, especially around the corners! You’re most 
likely going to split your corners on the first few times until you get the feel for what’s not 
enough and what’s too much! Fortunately, these are the easiest of all case failures to fix.

Compressed air is another option where you can drill a small hole in the top of the plastic if 
that area is going to be cut out anyway and fire a short burst into it. This works better with 
clay and plaster than wood though, but is a helpful technique if you have a compressor.

The best way I’ve found to remove the mold is in a 
series of steps.
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Once you have gotten the mold out of the plastic, you’re going to have to cut down the 
edges to make an even edge. The best technique I’ve found is to make up a simple rig that 
holds your rotary tool straight up with a cut wheel facing down. 

You can then set your height and actually run your case half under the blade which will 
give you a nice even cut all the way around. It is important to leave about a 1/16th or more 
extra than your plan calls for because the next step requires the finish sanding. 

There are two ways to do this, both equally effective. If you have the tool or can get the use 
of one, a disk sander (normally 10”) is an excellent and quick way sand down your case 
evenly. If that doesn’t work, a simpler method of stapling down a sheet of 80 to 120 grit 
sand paper to a flat surface and sanding the case halves that way also works well for cheap. 

This was a little tool I devised when I was working on 
The Nimbus 64. I needed a way to make my case halves 
even in the absence of a disc sander. 

Originally I had the rotary tool mounted flat on a surface 
and sanding a drum attached. However the control and 
height adjustment just took too long and wasn’t 
consistant enough. 

So I built a 90 degree bracket, took some 8” hose clamps, 
drilled a few hole and there it was. My adjustable case 
leveler. 

You could technically use a drill press for 
this application as well, but I find that for the 
smaller diameter cut wheels, the drill press 
just does not turn the wheel at fast enough 
RPM’s to cut instead of melt it. Might just be 
my drill press though. 
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The only part left to do with the case halves now is making a plan on how to hold them 
together. Again, a number of different methods are useable for this and it will mostly 
depend on your case design. 

However, a few tried and true methods work wonders. The “Tooth Lock” method is 
probably the simplest and fastest means of connecting two pieces. This consists of taking 
little tabs of plastic and cutting them in about ¼” strips and whatever the depth of the 
internal part of your case for length (top to bottom). Then simply cementing or plastic-
welding them into the bottom half of your case. 

This will allow you to then drill a screw pilot hole through the top half of the case and into 
the tab, where you can then place a screw and hold the case together. It can take 6 to 12 of 
these tabs to get a decent hold, but it will be going nowhere once locked in place. 

Another method is to epoxy or plastic-weld threaded spacers into the front or back face on 
the inside of the casing and use screws hold them together. This can hold just as well but is 
a bit trickier to implement as it requires more pieces to fit more precisely in certain places.

A bit difficult to see, but the left picture shows the screw posts which I made by taking little nylon spacers and 
tapping them out to a 6-32 thread size. The pic on the right shows the lip that was fit in place on the back side. In 
retrospect, since I already had that lip I could have ditched the screw post idea entirely and screwed right to the 
lip, but again, live and learn. The “Tooth Lock” method is similar to the lip, except it only uses little slivers of 
plastic thus saving room in the casing. 
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Though a very unique term, it is quite fitting to the practice that it describes. Like the good 
doctor Frankenstein, the art of FrankenCasing follows the steps of taking parts from one 
object and adding it to another. In this case we substitute body parts for system components 
to make our projects come alive! 
The theory is simple, commercially manufactured parts are going to be more fitting and 
more precise than any means one might usually have at home outside of CNC. For 
example, holes for controller buttons or screen bezels can be cut out using a drill/drill 
press, files and rotary tools, however the actual piece from the original product is going to 
be much cleaner and easier to use/mount to your project case. 

On top of that, they also often have pre-laid screw posts or button stops that solve problems 
of say buttons spinning, or mounting the screen to the casing. The only problem comes 
when trying to fit those components into units they were never intended for. This is where 
the real hacking can begin, but the fun of it is beyond words! 

So let’s start with actually using a casing of another product as housing for your system. 
Unlike Vacuum Forming, in this instance you are using a premade case that was once hold-
ing something completely different and are attempting to turn it into a suitable enclosure 
for you project. 
This presents a couple issues right off the bat, the biggest in that now you have to design 
the internal layout to fit within your casing’s constraints versus making a case to fit your 
layout. Though with a bit of planning, this usually isn’t an issue because you will then 
know what size you have to be within, therefore you find a case that suits those needs. But 
there is little getting around the fact that FrankenCasing the entire unit will require hard-
ware and component reductions that can sometimes be complicated. 
The other big issue is the irregular designs of premade casings which you will have to get 
around. By that I mean that some casings of say, computer router boxes, were designed for 
heat ventilation and table top mounting. 
Though this might seem ideal, the chances of your components that are actually produc-
ing heat being in the same place as the vents are slim. Not that this can’t happen, but you’ll 
find yourself spending more time reworking than actually making progress.  We have seen 
several great systems built from router cases as well as kids toys and carrying cases, but 
thought must be placed ahead of time to ensure you won’t hit unfixable snags! 
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FrankenCasing actual components into the surfaces of the casings is a much easier task and 
is a lot of fun! With the proper techniques in place, you are able to make some of the most 
beautiful casings around and make multiple parts fit together seamlessly. 
Although simply cutting a hole and placing another part in doesn’t sound that hard, it’s the 
work that goes in after it that makes a hack job go from “Meh” to a “WOW!”  Here are 
some general tips to remember when working on your case.

• Keep your cuts small! When working on what is most likely the only case you have, 
over cutting a hole can become a nightmare and cause hours of extra filling and sanding 
that didn’t need to be done. The same applies for your components. The smaller the foot-
print, the smaller your cut has to be to begin with. 

• Tacking your components in place. You can use a variety of different adhesives to 
accomplish this, however here you are going to want a permanent foot hold and fusion is 
the best method of this. ABS/PVC cements or plastic weld are a good choice for most mod-
ders as the melting/fusing action ensures that two pieces can become a whole and therefore 
much stronger. Super Glue or Loctite 401 are also options that work well and are faster 
drying, but they do not form the melting bond that ABS/PVC cement do over the two or 
three days it takes for it to dry properly. So depending on the location of the component, 
one might be more logical to use than the other. 
 
•  The right tools for the job. You will need a rotary tool of some kind! Dremel, Black 
& Decker, whatever you chose is going to be your best friend! Their ability to make cuts, 
sand and drill with precision is key and a must have. But practice is a must because not 
only can it make your prized case go from ”Hot” to “WTF”, you can easily find yourself 
missing skin before you even felt the contact. And don’t “Drink and Dremel”, I’ve not had 
good experiences with the combination. 
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The next few section’s content has been contributed by FrankenCasing master Jon (Hail-
razer) Janderan, who’s casing and portable making skills are some of the best in the world. 

Jon is more into FrankenCasing than I, working with existing cases and building his 
portables to the case. A difficult method to pull off and to have results come out so 
beautifully is remarkable! 

Enjoy these words of wisdom! 
 
1. Adding Components 

The first thing you will need to do is determine which parts you will be FrankenCasing 
into the donor case. Most modders prefer to use the original controller buttons, d-pads, and 
thumbsticks. That way you retain the original feel of the system. Also it allows you to 
easily reuse the original controller PCB to hold the buttons and reattach them. 

• Pick the controller/component that you will be using and take it apart.
 
• On the front of the component, using a marker, trace out the area you will be using. 

• Using your tool of choice cut out the area you have marked. 

Now decide where you will be placing it in the donor case. Bear in mind that you want it 
to be comfortable to hold AND use. Most modders try to keep it in a similar position and 
orientation as the original controller or component. 

• Go ahead and set the part on the donor case where it will be located and using the   
 marker trace an outline. 

• Using your tool of choice cut out the area that you have traced. 
 Place the part in the cut on the donor case and check the fit. You may need to re-cut   
 some areas to get a good fit. 
 As previously mentioned try not to cut to big a hole as you will have more to fill later.
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 2. Attaching Components

•	 Now	with	the	part	placed	in	the	donor	case	you	need	to	temporarily	hold	it	in	place.
 
•	 A	few	small	dabs	of	hot	glue	on	the	top	side	of	the	part	will	work	as	will	a	few	pieces		
 of tape. 
•	 Once	this	is	done	turn	the	case	over	where	you	can	access	the	backside	of	the	part.
 
•	 You	will	be	using	the	adhesive	of	your	choice	now	to	bond	the	part	to	the	inside	of		 	
 the case. 

•	 Some	prefer	Abs	cement	because	it	permanently	welds	the	plastic	together	but	be	 	
	 cause	of	the	long	drying	times	some	use	epoxy	instead.	

•	 No	matter	which	you	decide	to	use	the	application	will	be	the	same.	Apply	a	liberal			
								amount	of	the	adhesive,	enough	to	cover	the	edge	of	the	part	and	the	inside	of		 	 	
 the case.

•	 You	can	use	a	q-tip	or	Popsicle	stick	or	something	similar	to	apply	the	adhesive,	just		
	 be	sure	to	not	cover	any	of	the	button	holes.	

•	 Some	adhesive	might	seep	through	to	the	other	side	but	that	is	fine.	

•	 Allow	plenty	of	time	for	the	adhesive	to	set	up	before	going	on	to	the	next	step.
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3. Rough Finish on Components. 

•	 Now	we	will	be	making	the	parts	look	good	on	the	outside	of	the	case.	

•	 Using	an	epoxy	or	filler	we	are	going	to	fill	in	the	gaps	and	spaces	that	we	have	in		 	
	 between	the	parts	and	the	donor	case.	Mix	your	epoxy	or	filler	properly	and	then		 	
	 apply	a	liberal	amount	into	the	cracks	and	gaps.	

•	 Feather	it	outwards	slightly	so	that	it	will	blend	seamlessly	into	the	donor	case.
 
•	 Don’t	worry	about	making	it	pretty	,	that	will	come	later,	just	be	sure	to	fill	the	gaps		
	 and	cracks	with	enough	the	first	time	so	you	make	less	work	for	yourself	later.	

•	 Allow	the	epoxy	or	filler	to	dry	the	recommended	allotted	time.
 
•	 After	the	filler	has	dried	it	is	time	to	sand	it	down.	You	can	start	with	a	fairly	rough		 	
	 sandpaper.	I	prefer	starting	with	around	60	grit.	If	you	have	a	palm	sander	,	using	it			
	 will	cut	your	sanding	time	down	dramatically,	and	they	can	be	purchased	fairly		 	
	 inexpensively.

•	 So	get	started	and	sand	,	sand	,	sand.	Sand	the	filler	until	it	is	just	BELOW	level.	We		
	 do	this	because	we	will	be	adding	another	small	layer	of	filler	to	fill	in	the	small	air			
	 holes	and	low	spots	that	will	appear	no	matter	how	good	you	applied	the	first	coat	of		
	 filler.
 
•	 After	you	have	sanded	the	filler	down	to	slightly	below	level	go	ahead	and	apply	an		
	 other	thin	coat	of	filler.
 
•	 If	the	majority	of	the	area	is	good	you	can	just	apply	it	where	needed.	
•	 Allow	it	to	dry.
 
•	 Now	sand	the	areas	you	just	filled	until	it	is	smooth	with	the	surrounding	area.	Start			
	 with	the	60	grit,	but	don’t	sand	down	too	far.
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•	 When	you	start	getting	close	it	is	time	to	switch	to	a	higher	grit.	I	prefer	100-120	grit		
	 next.	Using	the	100-120	grit	sandpaper,	sand	the	entire	area	until	it	is	smooth.
 
•	 Check	for	low	spots	and	air	holes.	If	you	find	any	now	is	the	time	to	fill	them	again			
 and repeat the above steps. 

•	 If	no	flaws	are	found	move	on!	

•	 You	can	now	switch	to	240-320	grit	sandpaper.	Continue	sanding	until	it	is	perfectly		
 smooth.
 
•	 Repeat	the	above	steps	until	you	have	all	of	your	components	installed.
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This is the part where it all comes together or where it could all fall apart! The finish coat 
is what brings your casing to life, unifying the chaos under a coat of clean subliminal 
tranquility. 

As Jon had mentioned, the importance of having a smooth casing that has been checked 
for flaws is imperative.  There are many ways to check for this, but sometimes your 
method depends on the paint, finish and even color that you wish to use. 
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After the casing has passed its sanding eye test, there are a few ways to get it ready for 
painting. A popular method which immediately shows flaws in the epoxy work is to coat 
the entire surface with a basic spray primer. 

This will and does highlight any flaws which were invisible to the naked eye and its fast 
drying properties make it ideal use for those in a hurry! But now this method is really only 
used for those who are using standard spray paints that require a primer for best results. 

Since the discovery of Krylon Fusion (a paint made specifically for plastic) in the US, the 
methods have changed a bit because of the zero primer attribute it holds. 

This brand of paint actually adheres itself to the plastic and bonds with its top to form 
almost a soft shell that eventually hardens and protects from flakes and chips!

However, over time when put to use on epoxy, there have been reports of discoloration 
and cracks. Few and far between though. 

This has made the process a bit different as now you can simply just spray a single coat, 
let dry in about 45mins to an hour, fill and sand down the imperfections then recoat. 

Very nice stuff. I believe the UK and Europe’s equal is called Plasti-kote.
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Remember that rushing is not going to get anything completed faster. Though drying times 
are shorter, they are still required. Don’t be impatient!  Once your primer or test coats 
are dry and imperfections fixed, you can begin the process of spray coating. Again, many 
many different methods here. I’ve seen it done by the spray can, seen it done by airbrush, 
seen it done by paint brush. Regardless of what I’ve seen though, the easiest way to get 
it done and cheapest is the spray can.  Remember that even application and not rushing is 
what brings out the best results. 

Spray on your first coat as evenly as possible. I normally lay both case halves down next 
to each other and hit them both in the same motion. 

Keep about 10 to 12 inches from the casing. I know if feels like nothing is happening at 
that point, but it is getting coated and you need to build your other coats on top of that. 
After waiting 45min to an hour or so, no matter what you’re using you should be able to 
add another coat. Some labels say that if you do not apply the next coat within an hour, 
wait 24 hour before applying another. I’ve seen cases that were patiently rushed and it 
looked like a wave in the ocean had just rippled across the top. Starting over from scratch 
is not fun so heed the warnings.

Once your finish coats are in place, you now have the option to add what we call a clear 
coat. This basically is like polyurethane  for plastic. A varnish coat is going to protect the 
paint by putting up an invisible force field that protects against chips, finger prints, dirt, 
oils...you name it. 

Though this isn’t required, it’s always a good idea. Plus if you decide to add decals and 
other artwork, you can protect those and insure they won’t fall of. 

After that is completed and left ample time to harden, congratulations! 

You’ve now made a flawless and truly breathtaking enclosure for your new system! Be 
proud because if you read this whole 40 page guide, then you are serious about your work 
and want to do well!
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So I hope this helps who’s ever eyes lay upon it! 

This has been nearly a 6 month project in itself getting this together! I’m sure it’s not 
perfect and has flaws like anything, but these methods have worked for myself and our 
good friend Jon (Hailrazer) Janderan. 

I want to thank him for taking the time out to help a bit with the FrankenCasing section 
and for promoting this on his You Tube site to help me reach out to a great audience with 
this! You’re awesome  man!
And of course, I’d like to thank John (Bacteria) Grayson for all his advice and letting me 
be a member of his team to one of the best Modding communities on the web, the MBB 
Forums! Please feel free to leave comments on my site or the MBB forums and please let 
me know what you think. I’ve put a great deal of effort into this, so please use it! Thank 
You!

Chris Downing 
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